China's Maritime Militia: A Legal Point of View

The international community should better understand how potential aggressors can leverage the ambiguity for low-level armed attack or aggression and be prepared to clearly identify it as an internationally wrongful act.

Introduction

State traditionally mobilized their merchant vessels to support armed forces during armed conflict. In the past, merchant vessels, including fishing boats such as trawlers, drifters and whalers, have been requisitioned, commandeered or purchased for navy or military use. For example, during the world wars, the United Kingdom converted numerous trawlers into armed naval trawlers and their duties were mainly to conduct anti-submarine warfare and minesweeping missions. These mobilizations were normally conducted at the outbreak of war.

Today China’s mobilization regime for civilian ships, including a maritime militia, departs from earlier precedents. China has mobilized fishing boats and fishermen in peace time and possibly will mobilize them in wartime in a peculiar manner. China uses fishing boats and fishermen to protect China’s maritime interests and to support the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), and law enforcement agencies. This paper discusses the legal status of the maritime militia and their fishing boats by focusing on their legal status under jus ad bellum, the law governing the use of armed force, and jus in bello, law of armed conflict.

Cases

In March 2009, Chinese vessels including two fishing trawlers harassed the USNS Impeccable in the South China Sea. It is estimated that Maritime Militia operated two of the five fishing vessels...
and trawlers that intercepted and blocked the unarmed survey ship. China has also used maritime militia for occupying islands and reefs in the South China Sea, ferrying supplies and providing other logistics support for China’s reclamation and occupation.

There were also cases in the East China Sea where China has deployed the maritime militia. In April 1978, for example, some 200 Chinese fishing boats approached the vicinity to the Senkaku Islands. Dozens of the fishing vessels entered into the Japanese territorial sea around the islands. Some of the fishing boats were observed with machine guns mounted on their decks. This incident appears to involve the Chinese Maritime Militia. According to a member of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, the Chinese fishing flotilla had received communication directions from two Chinese Naval bases, Amoy in Fujian Province, and Yantai in Shandong Province. In August 2016, about 230 fishing boats approached the Senkaku Islands together with Chinese Coast Guard vessels, and eight Chinese fishing boats and Coast Guard ships repeatedly entered the Japanese territorial sea. The Japanese government sent its Coast Guard to the area and protested China’s violation of Japan’s sovereignty.

Legal status of the Maritime Militia in “peacetime” (Jus ad bellum)

In order to make sure the legal status of the maritime militia, we have to know what the militia is. There is no international standard or definition of a militia, however, the following is a general definition:

“[A] military or paramilitary unit or group, which is not composed of professional soldiers but of regular citizens who are trained for their military duty in cases of emergency or as reserve forces to support regular troops.”

From the perspective of international law, the main issue related to the militia is whether their members have the status of lawful combatants. Article 1 of the Hague Land War Regulations of
1907 provides that the laws, rights, and duties of war apply not only to armies, but also to militia and volunteer corps when they satisfy specific conditions such as having a fixed distinctive emblem. Furthermore, “[i]n countries where militia or volunteer corps constitute the army, or form part of it, they are included under the denomination ‘army’.” Therefore, whether the militia is integrated into the regular forces of a belligerent or not is a matter of domestic law. China’s domestic laws provide for militia.

**Article 55 of the Constitution**

> It is the sacred obligation of every citizen of the People’s Republic of China to defend the motherland and resist aggression. It is the honorable duty of citizens of the People's Republic of China to perform military service and join the militia in accordance with the law.

**Likewise, Article 22 of the National Defense Law** stipulates that:

> The armed forces of the People’s Republic of China are composed of the active and reserve forces of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army, the Chinese People’s Armed Police Force and the Militia (emphasis added).

Therefore, China’s militia is an integral part of the armed forces of the nation. National Defense Law Article 22 also provides that the militia, under the command of military organs, shoulders the task of preparations for armed conflict and defense operations and assists in maintaining public order. The maritime militia is deployed to: (a) support for the PLA Navy (PLAN) including defense operations, (b) cooperation with law enforcement agencies including sabotage and intelligence operations and (c) China’s maritime interests’ protection activities including daily fishing and surveillance activities.

A peculiarity of China’s maritime militia is its ambiguity. Maritime militia at the time of operations in the South China Sea and in the East China Sea, they disguised as private
fishermen. Thus a problem for neighboring countries is the difficulty of identifying whether the vessels contain mere private fishermen or fishermen as China’s government proxies.

A concern in the East China Sea is infringement on the Senkaku Islands, Japanese territory off the coast of Okinawa. One scenario envisions fishing boats with apparent fishermen as crew, actually operating as a maritime militia or fishermen under control of a maritime militia who swarm land and occupy the Senkaku Islands. In such case, what would be the status of infringement on Japan’s territory by armed personnel disguised as private fishermen conducting an operation as government proxies? Would their conduct be a crime or an armed attack? In the case of the landing upon the Senkaku Islands by an armed group disguised as private fishermen, it is assessed they would be militia or armed groups under control of a state. What is the nature of this infringement? The UN General Assembly “Resolution on the definition of aggression” (1974), Annex, Article 3, defines “aggression” as:

(a) The invasion or attack by the armed forces of a State of the territory of another State, or any military occupation, However, temporary, resulting from such invasion or attack, or any annexation by the use of force of the territory of another State or part of thereof;

(g) The sending by or on behalf of a State of armed bands, groups, irregulars or mercenaries, which carry out acts of armed force against another State of such gravity as to amount to the acts listed above, or its substantial involvement therein.

If the forces are militia, they are in fact an armed force of China and the infringement comes under (a), invasion or attack by the armed forces. Even if they are not assessed as maritime militia but are members of an armed group under control of a state, the infringement falls within (g) of the definition, and that is also aggression or an armed attack as well.

Legal status of the Maritime Militia during wartime (Jus in bello)
If it is assessed they are militia during wartime, what is the status of maritime militia or their vessels under the law of armed conflict? China’s maritime militia is part of the armed forces of China. If they land on foreign islands or territory, they are subject to the law of land warfare such as carrying arms openly, and having a fixed distinctive emblem. According to Article 44 (3) of the Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, there is a situation that a person shall retain his status as a combatant while carrying his weapon openly without the distinctive emblem. However, such situation is limited only to armed conflict in an occupied area or in the exercise of the right of self-determination. Thus, if maritime militia land on foreign territory while wearing civilian clothes such as shorts and t-shirts, they are not lawful combatants.

The “uniform rule” does not apply to warfare at sea. The law of armed conflict at sea does not consider the clothes of crew members because the ship, not the individuals on board, is the target. The law of naval warfare assesses the legal status of warships, auxiliary naval vessels and merchant vessels on the status of the ship. For example, the definition of a warship is set forth in Article 29 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) which reflects customary international law. Article 29 states:

*For the purposes of this Convention, “warship” means a ship belonging to the armed forces of a State bearing the external marks distinguishing such ships of its nationality, under the command of an officer, duly commissioned by the government of the State and whose name appears in the appropriate service list or its equivalent, and manned by a crew which is under regular armed forces discipline.*

Therefore, if the ships of the maritime militia meet the four conditions in Article 29, it may be characterized as warship. These conditions are: (a) belonging to the armed forces of a State, (b) bearing external marks, (c) under the command of an officer, and (d) manned by a crew which is under regular armed forces discipline. Yet China’s maritime militia employs fishing boats that do
not bear any external marks distinguishing used by warships. Supposing that they convert their fishing boats into warships, they would have to announce the conversion in the list of warships based on the Hague Convention VII of 1907, Article 6 which is recognized as customary international law. The treaty states:

A belligerent who converts a merchant ship into a war-ship must, as soon as possible, announce such conversion in the list of war-ships.

If these conditions are not satisfied by the maritime militia’s fishing boat, it cannot be categorized as a warship and instead would be an auxiliary naval vessel. The auxiliary vessel is “a vessel, other than warship, that is owned by or under the exclusive control of the armed forces of a State and used for the time being on government non-commercial service.” Both warships and auxiliary vessels are military objectives under the law of naval warfare. However, if we cannot identify that these vessels are mobilized maritime militia, then they would be treated as mere enemy merchant vessels and the question of whether they are military objectives or not is a separate assessment based on their behavior such as engaging in belligerent acts, acting as an auxiliary to an enemy’s armed forces, assisting the enemy’s intelligence gathering system, or in some other manner integrating into the enemy fleet.

Even if these fishing boats are not assessed as military objectives, belligerents can seize them and they are subjects for adjudication as prizes. In that case, it must be considered whether the fishing boat is a vessel protected from capture in the Hague Convention XI of 1907, which is recognized as customary international law. Article 3 of that treaty states:

Vessels used exclusively for fishing along the coast or small boats employed in local trade are exempt from capture, as well as their appliances riggings, tackle, and cargo.

They cease to be exempt as soon as they take any part whatever in hostilities.

The contracting Powers agree not to take advantage of the harmless character of the said vessels
in order to use them for military purposes while preserving their peaceful appearance.

If a fishing boat of the maritime militia is a small coastal fishing vessel engaging in local fishing for earning daily food, the fishing boat may be subject to protection. However normally fishing boats of maritime militia are ocean-going trawlers and they operate in a deep-sea area which is more than 100 nautical miles from mainland of China. San Remo Manual paragraph 47. 47 says “[t]he immunity applies to fishing vessels that are operating near the coast, which does not mean that they have to be right next to the coast but can operate several miles offshore”. In other words, limits of fishing operation area of the protected small coastal fishing vessel are several miles offshore. Therefore, most fishing boats of the maritime militia are not protected under the exception for small coastal fishing vessels.

There are three choices for selecting the legal status of the fishing boats of the maritime militia: a warship, an auxiliary vessel or an enemy merchant vessel. Auxiliary vessels and merchant vessels maintain the right of self-defense, however only a warship enjoys belligerent rights. During World War II, for example, the United Kingdom requisitioned fishing trawlers, drifters and whalers for engaging anti-submarine warfare, mine warfare, and other patrol missions. They were called navy trawlers or admiralty trawlers, but their legal status was warship belonging to the Royal Navy hoisting the white ensign (naval ensign). The crews were conscripted from fishing communities and under the command of skippers from the fishing fleet, who served as officers of the Royal Navy, or Royal Naval Reserve (RNR) to ensure naval discipline. The Japanese Imperial Navy also mobilized more than one thousand fishing boats. Their commanding officers were naval officers and they hoisted the navy ‘rising sun’ flag. These mobilized fishing boats were converted into submarine chasers, mine sweepers, surveillance boats etc. and they had the status of warship in the Imperial Japanese Navy. On the one hand, the purpose of these mobilizations of fishing vessels by the United Kingdom and Japan was to provide backup assets to the regular naval fleet during a time of total war, as occurred during the two world wars. On the
other hand, in the case of China, the existence of the militia is derived from the theory of a ‘People’s War’ which is a kind of a system of general conscription or participation in war by an entire people, notwithstanding the scale of the war. China also leverages the advantage of using maritime militia disguised as private fishermen and the ambiguity surrounding their status. Thus, the maritime militia’s vessels are mobilized clandestinely in the South China Sea and the East China Sea and may never be employed as warships with an announcement in wartime of their conversion from merchant vessels into warships based on the 1907 Hague Convention VII. Therefore, the status of vessels of the maritime militia appears to be that of auxiliary vessels.

**Conclusion**

Armed attack or aggression by armed groups disguised as fishermen or armed forces who use ships with ambiguous appearance is a form of legal warfare that makes a victim state hesitate to respond with the right of self-defense, particularly when the victim state seeks to avoid the false impression to the international community that it is unnecessarily escalating the situation into a full-scale international armed conflict. The international community should better understand how potential aggressors can leverage this kind of ambiguity for low-level armed attack or aggression and be prepared to clearly identify it as an internationally wrongful act. Clearing up the ambiguity or legal “fog” surrounding China’s maritime militia might deter it from even more overt aggression in the East China Sea and the South China Sea.

As a matter of jus in bello, vessels of the maritime militia disguised as fishing boats have the status of auxiliary vessels and therefore, they are military objectives. Like all naval auxiliaries, they do not enjoy belligerent rights in wartime, though they have the right of self-defense. If these ships engage in attacks against enemy warships while feigning status as civilian fishing boats, it is a perfidy in violation of the law of naval warfare.
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